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From: Adam Wall
To: comments, EMP
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2019 Energy Master Plan Comments
Date: Thursday, August 30, 2018 12:42:47 PM


Hi there,


In regards to Governor Murphy's 2019 Energy Master Plan I would like to submit my comment to
ask that you please do any and all necessary improvements to move forward with the cleanest and
most environmentally and globally friendly energy plan we can come up with. We need to invest in
research to use our American ingenuity to create a system so fundamentally necessary to our
survival as a nation, having energy independence. Let's build and lead the way in NJ until we have
a national Energy Independence Day. We need to invest in R&D of new unseen energy systems as
well as move forward with things like solar and wind in the mean time. We have so many nuclear
plants in NJ and I would never, ever, want something that happened so recently in Japan with their
nuclear reactor happen in our state. We can do it, we have the technology and the will. If we want
to get out of debt we need to lead the nation and look long-term and create a flourishing market of
clean energy systems and workers. Let's start with solar and wind yes!! Let's also look to the
future, free of nuclear danger, free of worrying about storms cutting power to thousands each year,
free of waste and environmental destruction and poisonous pollution. We need to invest in our
scientific community's and schools to invent even better alternatives as well. I believe we can
cultivate a state that can engineer a renaissance and ultimate revolution in energy technology.


Thanks and love,
~Adam Wall
(973) 945-1979 
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